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 Copy in good handwriting.
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 Copy in good handwriting.

 Complete the picture.
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 Write the correct answer.

1. Crickets have six ……………………… and two long ………………………………… .

2. They are different …………………………… and  sizes..

3. They have two ……………………… , but most crickets do not ……………… .

4. They  …………………… . Their back legs are very strong.

5. They ……………… by rubbing their wings together.

antennae  - colours - legs  - fly  - wings  - sing  - jump    
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 What do you know about ants and spiders?

Complete the chart.

Ants Spiders

What are they? ………………………………….. …………………………………..

legs ………………………………….. …………………………………..

wings ………………………………….. …………………………………..

antennae ………………………………….. …………………………………..

live ………………………………….. …………………………………..

eat ………………………………….. …………………………………..

do ………………………………….. …………………………………..

 My very own bug: Draw, write and 
share

Make up a bug. Draw a picture. 
1. Give it a name.    Its name is ……

2. Where does it live?   It lives ……
3. What does it eat?   It eats ……

4. What can it do?      It can ……

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Look at the three headings. Write the correct sentence 

under each heading.

What does a cricket 
look like? 

How does a cricket 
move?

How do cricket 
communicate?

……………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

A crickets has six legs Crickets are different colours

Crickets sings different songsMost crickets do not fly

Crickets can jump high Crickets understand the songs

 Learn about Crickets
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 Long  e spellings  ea and ee

Read the words below. Write the words in the butterfly.

Colour the long e green. Colour the short e red.

Long e sound Short e sound 

bee bed

clean   - eat   - bread   - ready   - leaf  - heavy  -
tree   - went   - flea   - breakfast   - head  - knee   
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 Writing questions

Do or Does

Answer your questions using              or  

Write a question about each bug.

e.g.             a bee       Does a  bee  bite?

1. ladybugs       ……………………………………… fly ?        .........

2. a bird           ……………………………………… have wings ?    .........

3. a butterfly       …………………………………… make a noise ?  ………

4. insects        ………………………………… have noses ?    ………

5. big spiders         ……………………………………… eat mice ?   ………
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 What’s the question?

Read the answers and try to find the missing answers and write 
them on the space.

What do…? 
How many …do…? 

How do…? 

How does…? 

What does…? 
How many…does…? 

What do spiders  eat ?

Spiders eat insects.

1.  --------------------- legs --------- a cricket  have ?

A  cricket  has six  legs.

2. --------------------- ants communicate ?

Ants  use their antennae to communicate .

3. --------------------- a bee make for people ?

A  bee makes honey  for people to eat.

4. --------------------- a butterfly taste food ?

A butterfly  tastes food with its feet.
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